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EDRA ARCHIVES
from the
Architecture Resource Center
books, VHS, CDs, papers
1. 5th Year Final Presentation
2. 5th Year Final Presentation Part II
3. Allan Plattus Lecture
4. Architecture in Education by Howard Decker
5. Architecture Lecture Series by Michael Kirkland
6. Architecture Lecture Series by Antonio D. Livaudais
7. Chartes Chathredral by Malcolm Miller
8. Chicago by Dr. Neville Clouten
9. Construction Law by Wainer
10. Dave Makiel ski
11. Donald Visani and Mark Naden
12. Dr. Neville Clouten
13. Dramatic Lighting by Stefan Graf
14. Four Sites Courtyard House
15. House of Representatives by David Stafford
16. Inversion Lecture
17. John Hancook
18. Marquis Workshop Complete
19. Martin Price Lecture
20. Morphosis Architects
21. Mr. Vossanger
22. Mr. Vossanger 1st Lecture
23. New Pailainit House Part II by David Stafford
24. New Pailianit House Part I by David Stafford
25. Orbit II by Dr. Neville Clouten
26. Parliament House Part II by David Stafford
27. Peter Eisenman, Daniel Liebskind
28. Project Management by David Stafford
29. School of Business Building Workshops
30. Steven Holl, Architect (2)
31. Sue Week’s Thesis Presentation
32. The Design of Spaces for Worship by James White
The Fountain head by Laurence M. Mader
1. 1996 Architecture Graduation
2. 3.4 Programming Project Artist Studio by Cripe, Ben and Magda Wala
3. A Life Temple by Welch, Lena
5. Andrews University International Student Promotional
6. Animal Rescue Center by Collins, Cara
7. Architecture Building by Moore, Charles
8. Architecture Project. Stafford, David
12. Ask the Mayor by Wolf, William A.
13. Berbatim
14. Campus Green & Sigma Sigma Commons by Thomas, Christopher
15. Change and Continuity by Zeidler, Eberhard
16. CPS Competition by Igez, Andrews and Melissa Williams
17. Design for YOU by the Chiba University Universal Design Project
18. Design Philosophy “The night after the workshop” by Marquis, Robert
19. Design Process: 29 Design Philosophy by Marquis, Robert
20. Dr. Neville Clouten Lecture
21. Eden Park Child Care Center by Zeng, Julie Z.
22. Eric Moss Lecture
23. Eric Stear
24. Fay Jones Lecture
25. Final Program by Barker, Kyle
26. Final Program by Biehl, Chelsie
27. Final Program by Cox, Katie
28. Final Program by Zaragoza, Lisa
29. Final Program: Good Sam Hospital by Erbaugh, Adam, et al.
30. Jeep Store by Henry, Nicole
31. Goldberg – ’92
32. Group 2 Presentations by Bonny B, Brianna F., Liz P., Tina S., Jess J.
33. IBPE – MER by Kato
34. IBPE 2000 ver. 1.0
35. International Conference for Universal Design in Japan 2002
36. Intro to Programming by Krieger, K.
37. Intro to Programming Project by Hatter
38. Intro to Programming Projects by Hatter
39. Intro to Programming by Benroth, Gabriel
40. Intro to Programming by Brown, Jakecia
41. Intro to Programming by Frappier, Brianna
42. Intro to Programming by Hausen, Greta
43. Intro to Programming: Program A Hotel – Marriott by Themudo, Stuart
44. Introduction to Environmental Design II by Dangerfiled, Thomas, et al.
45. Joseph Lee Lecture
46. Judith Capen
47. Kings Athletic Facility by Stephenson, Matt, and Holly Kuhn
48. Krivanka Program
49. Library Program by Winters & Hines
50. Library Project by Brough, Brandy and Daniela Neuitam
51. Medical/Day Spa by Bellant, Bonny
52. Methods Review by Heineman, John
53. Moores Hill Library (Preiser) by Bottlieb, Kathryn A and Lori J. Tibbs,
54. New Lexington, Ohio: Health Clinic Prototype
55. Organik Project by Dereix, Mike
56. Paestum
57. Pavilion
58. Poe-Vontz Center
59. Post-Occupancy Evaluation: Vontz Center
60. Practice management by Troyer, Leroy
61. Presentations 3/1/07 by Chelsie, Jenna, Mike, Conni
62. Proceedings <include 2003> by the Royal College of Art
63. Program for a Mixed-Income Day Care by Sterner, Carl S. and Mark Thomson
64. Programming by Evans, Conni
65. Programming Final Project by Price, Elizabeth
66. Programming PRE by Barker, Kyle
67. Project 1 by Stephenson, Matt
68. R-2000 The Better Build House by Stringer, David
69. Ralph Johnson—Recent Work
70. Restoration of the Florida State Capital by Shepard, Herschel
71. Rosalyn Ware Project #3.4
72. Running Spot Final Program by Meyer, Jenna
73. Sambrano House Pics
74. Sevilla Project 3.4
75. Shakti PowerPoint: Hyde Park Fire Station by Upadhyaya, Neha
76. Slu Poe
77. Sprawl: The Impact on Vulnerable Populations by Dept. of Environmental Health
78. Steel Joist Institute
79. Sustainable Hospitality Design: Sedona Timeshare by Schield, Stacey
80. The 2nd International Conference for Universal Design in Kyoto 2006
81. The Depository by Evans, Conni
82. The Employment Interview by the Johnson/Rudolph Educational Resources
83. The Sensor Story by Steelcase
84. UD – Digital Portfolio by Sundrup, Michael
85. Uncommon Ground by the Contemporary Arts Center Zaha Hadid Ltd.
86. Univeral Design by Field, Luke
87. Universal Design of Airplanes by Rosenthal, Lauren
88. Universal Design PowerPoint
89. Universal Design Project: Paramount’s Kings Island by Greene, Allen
90. Universal Design by Bryant, Paul
91. Universal Design by Coss, Ben
92. Universal Design by Greene, Allen
93. Universal Design by Kessler, Ann
94. Universal Design by MacCain, Ian
95. Universal Design by Peck, Steve
96. University of Manitoba: Disability Events
97. Urban Planning and Universal Design by Hartman, Jesse
98. Which Perspectives? Cities, Social Life and Sustainable Development by IAPS
99. Wolfgang Preiser Include Paper and Fig.s
100. Yokohama 2002
101. Yokohama Paper by Preiser, Wolfgang
Box #19

1. A Tactual Map of the UNM Campus by the University of New Mexico Design and Planning Assistance Center
3. Aging in Japan by Japan Aging Research Center
5. Architectural Research Consultants, Incorporated
6. Building Performance & Design by the AIA Center for Building Performance
7. Conference Proceedings by EuroFM and IFMA
8. Effects of New Building Materials Upon Health by Institute of Building Technology
10. Living the Solvay House by Oostens-Wittamer, Yolande
11. Loose Braille Papers
12. New Branch Facility Program for the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County by Schneider, Matthew, et al.
13. Palm Islands
14. Testing and Evaluation of the Tactual Directory for the New Mexico Union by Institute for Environmental Education
15. The National Air and Space Museum by the Smithsonian Institution
16. VAMC Albuquerque, New Mexico Activation Process Evaluation by the Veterans Administration